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Consultant’s Corner - A Word from Ms. Becky Tombing
				
				I thank our God, the Almighty for this opportunity to let people across the globe see a glimpse of what
			

is going on with School of Tomorrow Asia in India. On behalf of all the schools in India, I would like to extend our

			

gratitude to School of Tomorrow Asia for giving us the privilege to be featured on this issue of The Asian Journal,

			

SOTA’s annual newsletter. Indeed, our journey of Christian Education has been a wonderful experience where we

			

see God’s hand in every step of the way.

				The curriculum of ACE School of Tomorrow was first brought to India by (late) Mr. Attaway, a missionary to India. Used curriculum was shipped to India, and training on how to use the curriculum was given to church leaders. However, with
the passing of Mr. Attaway, shipping of used PACEs discontinued. Schools using the used curriculum declined greatly to a point where only
two schools existed in 2008. Though efforts were made to re-establish training and school starts, it could not reach to its full potential. With
Mrs. Penny Olson’s leadership in Asia, the first SOTA India training was conducted in 2010, followed by promotional meetings. Due to the
individualized nature of the ACE School of Tomorrow program, it was a challenge for new schools to follow its system successfully. With the
establishment of Olive Learning Center (now Vineyard Academy) in Hyderabad in 2013, new school prospects were able to see how learning
centers function. Administrators’ and Supervisors’ Training using a real learning center was possible. India’s Christian Educators’ Convention
(CEC) for the very first time was held in 2014. Since then, India has been doing Professional Trainings and CECs every year, and new schools
and homeschools began to grow! We praise God for these developments in India.
The pandemic (Covid-19) has greatly affected our nation too. New schools were not able to open as planned. A couple of schools are temporarily inoperative. However, amidst all the chaos, most schools have been operating virtually for over a year now. Most of these schools are
growing in the number of students and staff. In March 2021, CEC was held virtually, too. It was one of the most blessed CECs! Trainings are
done on-site in small numbers. Homeschools continue to increase, and so are new school prospects. Despite the challenging situation, we thank
God for His hand that never ceases to touch the hearts of the people of India.
As of today, there are 13 schools in operation. There are currently 2 schools with Model Status and 2 schools with Quality Status. With
God’s help, we hope to have more schools getting on Status in the future. Since moving/traveling around has become limited due to the pandemic, we have started online school heads meetings once a quarter wherein we give reports and pray for one another. We consider ourselves to
be extremely blessed to be a part of the ACE School of Tomorrow family. Truly, it is a God-given and God-driven school program with the
most supportive leaderships at all levels. We covet your prayers for more churches, Christian organizations and individuals to catch the vision
& mission of our wonderful Christian Education for our school-aged children in India.
Thank you!
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Vineyard Academy

History and Testimonies of a School on Model Status

Mrs. Manngaihdim Hatlangh
Administrator of Vineyard Academy
It has been a remarkable eight years since the venture of my life journey with Vineyard Academy, using the
School of Tomorrow curriculum. Vineyard Academy started as Olive Learning Center with just 5 students and
4 staff in 2013 where I was the Supervisor of Kindergarten with Ace and Christi. By the end of the school year,
the number of students grew to 10.

The number of students continues to grow with the school having 50 students currently. What a joy it has been
to see the number of students and staff growing as God led us day to day, month to month, and year to year!
What started with students only in the Kindergarten and the ABCs, has now birthed a student who is about to
complete Level 12 with Honors! We praise and thank our God that we serve the One who has been so good to us!
By God’ grace, the hard work of the staff and students, and the support of the parents, Vineyard Academy
soon attained Quality Status in 2014, and continued to earn Model Status the following year. We are thankful
to God for enabling us to maintain the standard of School of Tomorrow to continue to earn Model Status even
during the current year.
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Vineyard Academy

History and Testimonies of a School on Model Status

The more years I serve the Lord, supervising children in this Christ-centered curriculum, the more I get to
learn about His ways. It has been a never ending journey of learning! The School of Tomorrow curriculum gives
me a new perspective of a Christian school. I am humbled and blessed to work together with people who love
the Lord at Vineyard Academy. Students’ PACEs, chapels, staff fellowships, prayer meetings, and CECs encourage and motivate me to look forward to another day at school!

Amidst the Covid-19 pandemic, VA students are thriving and moving forward. Transitioning from physical learning center to virtual learning center has been a great learning experience for both Supervisors and
students. To see our students leading the pledges and singing our monthly songs, memorizing Scripture verses
and taking turns to pray for one another has been a blessing! Oral reports and Friday fun activities, arts and
craft times are looked forward to by our students even on the virtual platform.

We thank God for the wonderful and supportive parents who greatly encourage our school staff. God equipped
us all to get adjusted to our new normal at the need of the hour. The School of Tomorrow curriculum works
well, and our students are moving up from one grade to the next grade. Our Kindergarten and ABCs students’
graduation and the virtual Thanksgiving/Year End Awards Ceremony were great successes!

I look forward to more years of sowing the seed of God’s Word to the young generation using the School of
Tomorrow curriculum. May God bless ACE School of Tomorrow!
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The Parents’ Voices

Why did you decide to send your child to a school using the A.C.E. curriculum?
In order to attain something great in life, one needs to sacrifice something great (David Harley). As parents, my wife and I wanted our children to learn what they are supposed to learn in the right season. In
our conversation, Gilead Leaning Center became very prominent. But to transfer our children from socalled “reputed” schools to an unfamiliar school received lots of criticism from friends and neighbours.
Coming from conventional schools, I felt very strange at times and questioned myself on whether I made
the right decision by enrolling my children in such an unconventional school. However, I have no regrets
having enrolled my children at Gilead Learning Center. I feel very confident to say that I have made a
very good decision because my children are not only enjoying their leaning, but also growing in the
Lord. It fills my heart with great joy as I see them getting rooted in the Word of God.

~ Rev. Meyu
When my son was ready to start school, my husband and I were thinking and choosing schools. We knew
in our hearts that we would not put him where children are loaded with books, syllabuses and homework
without bringing the good in them. I was praying for a school and God gave us Hope Academy. The
A.C.E curriculum is amazing. The way my son learns diﬀerent subjects is so simple and substantial. I see
my son learning without any stress and he enjoys it. But the most important lesson is that he is learning
that there is no other gods but God alone. He is learning to talk to and connect everything to God.

~ Srijana Pradhan
Searching for a good Christian school for your children can be tough especially in Asian countries, so it
was in my case. God put in my heart to send my children to a Christian school. My husband and I prayed
about it, attempted to search for a Christian school. God finally answered our prayers, and we were led
by the Lord to Vineyard Academy. All our three children became enrolled in this school, and little did I
know then that I, too, would be a part of this family soon by becoming a Supervisor in the same school.
God’s plans are definitely different and better than ours. From being a Kindergarten to ABCs, to primary
and then high school learning center Supervisor has been a great and a memorable journey. Without
God, it wouldn’t have been possible. This is one place where students can discover and develop their
many God-given gifts and talents. I was amazed at the way the Manuals for the Kindergarten and the
PACEs for all levels are so well-designed and is simplified in a way that a child would be able to understand the concepts. Learning never stops here, and a child can move ahead even in the middle of the
academic year! That’s something I have never come across in any other education system. This system
definitely builds a strong foundation for a child’s learning for life. I am so glad to have such a school
where learning is not all about academics alone but also character building. May the Lord expand His
territory using the ACE School of Tomorrow curriculum and schools like Vineyard Academy, to nurture
the lives of young children for His glory alone!

~ Seema D’Souza
It’s a great benefit and opportunity to homeschool our child. The Biblical content of the PACEs and the
quality of the education are really great. I have personally created a special bond with my son by teaching more of God and His ways.

~ Deepa Navin (Homeschool Parent)
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The Staff’s Hearts

What do you enjoy most about this ministry?
Four years running with the GLC family has not only been a privilege but a blessing that has brought
about a transformation in my life as a Supervisor. One of the areas that contributed greatly to my experience is being able to see our students grow and learn in a Godly way and find their own potential.
The principles within the curriculum have evangelized the parents and has disciplined me and my colleagues to be true disciples serving our Lord and Savior. I thank God for the great vision and the great
commission to His chosen people to pass on the light of the Gospel of Jesus Christ from generation to
generation. Amen.

Mrs. Margaret Rose Diengdoh
Gilead Learning Center

God is faithful and He helped us every step of the way in all our challenges. We want to thank Ms. Becky
for mentoring us and giving us valuable insights whenever we had any academic or process related issues. We were constantly encouraged to adhere to the guidelines provided in the Procedures Manual
and were also given practical tips as to how to overcome any challenges. The parents of our students
were also very helpful and supported us unconditionally by trusting us with their children, though the
A.C.E. system is absolutely new to all of us. God also brought to us people who joined as staff and served
the Lord faithfully in our school. God helped us as we were able to attain Quality Status in the year 2018
and we received our Model Status in years 2019 and 2020. We thank the Lord and our church family for
helping us through all our challenges and successfully operating for 6 years. We look forward to the coming years, and we trust and pray that the Lord will finish what He started in our lives and all our students
will be able to successfully complete their schooling and be ready for the Lord’s leading in the future.

Mrs. Jacinth Christopher
Grace Tabernacle Learning Centre

School at Aleph is fun – be it online or on-site. It is great fun to see the students interact and being involved in learning. Growing up is a natural process but growing in the knowledge of Christ should be
nurtured, so that our children will live Spirit-filled lives in this ungodly world. Thanks to Christian Education, we’ve got our children covered!

Mrs. Mary Saginala
Aleph Academy
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Joyous Testimonies from Students

What do you love about your school, the curriculum, or learning as a whole?
Using a Bible-based curriculum, I feel at home, and that makes learning very interesting. I get to learn
about other communities around the world. The PACEs give me motivation and help to become more
mature in life. The Scripture-based lessons help me grow closer to God and also to others. This was
made possible because of my Supervisors who are always there for me and very helpful. My school is
also helping me to discover my God-given talents and gifts.

Tiaben Changkiri
Gilead Learning Center

Coming to school has been fun because, not only do I get to study, but I am also able to play and enjoy,
too!

Destiny Limbu
Hope Academy

I love the curriculum! Before using this curriculum, I couldn’t understand Math, and it was so tough for
me, but after using this program, Math has now become the easiest subject for me! I am also able to
understand all the subjects’ concepts easily because of how the PACEs are structured. The one thing
that makes me very happy is that in each and every PACE, I see Bible verses, and, from these verses, the
PACEs teach the concepts, so this is my favorite part of the curriculum.

Anointa Geo
Homeshooler

My journey in Vineyard Academy began when I was 5 years old. I found the system very different from
the other schools. The teachers are very loving and kind to us. They would make our learning fun and
very interesting. In our PACEs, we would learn new Scripture verses and new character traits that would
help me apply them in my daily life. Our Supervisors are very supportive, helpful, and encouraging all the
time whether it be in our PACE work or even in extra classes like music and arts and crafts. What makes
this school standout is that we receive Character Trait Certificates at the end of every academic year, and
I am very much encouraged by it. The best part of this system is that it recognizes each child’s strengths.
The system has helped me grow spiritually stronger. I thank God for giving me wonderful Supervisors
and a wonderful school such as Vineyard Academy. I am truly blessed to be a part of A.C.E.

Rebecca Anna D’Souza
Vineyard Academy
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Learning Can Be Done Anywhere, Anytime
Learning can be fun when done the right way!

Learning has
never stopped
and never will!

Students enjoy
school on-site,
but they are
having as much
fun even when
things took a
different turn
								
												Though physical

												classes are dearly
												missed and fun
												times are thought to
												stop, staff and
												students hand-in												hand did their best
												to make things
												grand!

											

School has never 		

											

been more fun even

											

when it is done

											

online.
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Schools on Status
Model Status
1. Vineyard Academy
2. Grace Tabernacle Learning Centre
Quality Status
1. Timothy Open Door Academy
2. Gilead Learning Center

Statistics of Schools on Status in Other Areas:
Model Status
Japan					1
Korea					3		
Thailand				1
Vietnam				1
Quality Status
Japan					2
Korea					7
Laos					2
Malaysia				28
Myanmar				3
Singapore				2
Thailand				12
United Arab Emirates
1
Vietnam				8
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2022 SOTA Calendar of Events
Educators’ Conventions
Country
India
Japan
Korea
Malaysia
Myanmar
Thailand
Vietnam

City
Hyderabad
Yokohama
N/A
Penang
Yangon
Bangkok
Ho Chi Minh City

Dates
March 4
TBC
March 25 (Virtual)
March 14-15
March 21-22
March 7-8
March 10-11

Administrators’ and Supervisors’ Training
Country
India

City
Hyderabad

India
Japan
Japan
Korea

Shillong
Yokohama
Hokkaido (Superviors’ ONLY)
Asan-si, Chungcheongnam-do

Laos
Malaysia

Vientianne
Penang

Myanmar
Pakistan
Thailand

Yangon
Rawalpindi
Bangkok

Thailand
Vietnam
Vietnam

Chiang Mai
Hanoi
Ho Chi Minh City

Interschool Competition/ Regional Student Convention
Country
City
Japan
TBC
Malaysia
TBC
Thailand
Chiang Mai
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Dates
January 24-28
April 11-15
December 12-16
March 21-25
TBC
January 24-28
February 21-25
May 9-13
July 18-22
August 22-26
November 21-25
June 20-24
June 13-17
November 21-25
July 18-22
June 20-24
April 11-15
June 20-24
October 10-14
July 4-8
July 4-8
September 19-23

Dates
TBC
September 5-9
November 20-25

